Access Points

Ubiquiti® Access Points/Routers/Bridges/Clients

As a distributor of Ubiquiti® WLAN products, L-com can now provide a complete wireless solution to our customers.

Ubiquiti® Bullet Series Inline Wireless Access Points

Instantly transform any antenna into a carrier class radio system with Ubiquiti’s unique Bullet series inline wireless access points. The Bullet features a signal strength LED meter for precise antenna alignment, a low-loss integrated N-type RF connector, and a robust weatherproof design.

UB-BULLET2HP Ubiquiti Inline 802.11b/g Access Point 39.00
UB-BULLET2 Ebiquiti Inline 802.11b/g Access Point 63.95
UB-BULLET3HP Ubiquiti Inline 802.11a Access Point 79.00
UB-BULLETM3HP Ubiquiti Inline 802.11b/g High Power Access Point 79.00
UB-BULLET5HP Ubiquiti Inline 802.11a/b/g High Power Access Point 79.00

Ubiquiti® NanoStation, Loco, RouterStation, and WiFiStation Access Points

The NanoStation, Loco, RouterStation and WiFiStation series product provide lower cost while maintaining the reliability and performance associated with the Ubiquiti line of wireless radios.

UB-NS2 Ubiquiti NanoStation 2 802.11b/g Access Point 79.00
UB-NS5 Ubiquiti NanoStation 5 802.11a Access Point 89.00
UB-NS2L Ubiquiti NanoStation Loco (low cost) 802.11b/g Access Point 52.95
UB-NS5L Ubiquiti NanoStation Loco 802.11a Access Point 69.00
UB-NS-WM Ubiquiti NanoStation Window Mounting Kit 19.95
UB-RS Ubiquiti RouterStation, 3 MPCI 64MB SDRAM 69.99
UB-RS-PRO Ubiquiti RouterStation PRO, 4-Port G-Bit 89.00
UB-RS Ubiquiti WiFi Station USB 1000mW, 802.11g/n 29.99
UB-RS-EXT Ubiquiti WiFi Station USB 1000mW, 802.11g/n External ANT 29.99
UB-R55 Ubiquiti WispStation5, 5.2-5.8 GHz 49.99

Ubiquiti® PowerStation, PowerBridge, AirRouter, and AirWire Series Access Points

The PowerStation and PowerBridge series are versatile open architecture 802.11 based, high powered outdoor wireless platforms that can be used for AP, Bridge, PMP Station and Mesh networking clients. The AirWire and AirRouter are also high powered radios with multiple applications.

UB-PBR5M Ubiquiti ANT/RADIO Integral 5GHz 26dBi 269.99
UB-AIRROUTER Ubiquiti 500A/P Router Bridge 2.4/5GHz 39.99
UB-AIRWIRE Ubiquiti MIMO Wireless Ethernet Kit 139.99
UB-PS2 Ubiquiti PowerStation 2 802.11b/g Access Point 159.00
UB-PS5 Ubiquiti PowerStation 5 802.11b/g Access Point 179.00

Ubiquiti® Rocket M Series Access Points

The Rocket is a rugged, hi-power, very linear 2x2 MIMO radio with enhanced receiver performance. It features incredible range performance (50+km) and breakthrough speed (150+Mbps real TCP/IP). The Rocket M series was specifically designed for outdoor PtP bridging and PTMP Airmax base-station applications.

UB-ROCKET2M Ubiquiti Rocket M Series 802.11b/g Access Point 89.99
UB-ROCKET7M Ubiquiti Rocket M Series 802.11a Access Point 89.99
UB-ROCKETM365 Ubiquiti Rocket M365 AP/Bridge 199.99
UB-ROCKETM100 Ubiquiti Rocket M900 AP/Bridge 189.99

Ubiquiti® Power Modules

The XtremeRange series of radio modules by Ubiquiti® leverages the strong knowledge and experience gained from customer interactions, field performance evaluations and lab research; and improves upon the original and highly successful SuperRange (SR series) of high-performance 802.11 radio cards.

UB-XR-2 Ubiquiti XtremeRange 2.4 GHz Mini-PCI Module 99.95
UB-XR-5 Ubiquiti XtremeRange 5 GHz Mini-PCI Module 99.95
UB-XR-9 Ubiquiti XtremeRange 900 MHz Mini-PCI Module 129.95
UB-SR2 Ubiquiti Super Range 2.4GHz PCI III, 802.11b/g 32-Bit Mini-PCI 109.95
UB-SR5 Ubiquiti Super Range 5.2/5.9GHz PCI III, 802.11b/g 32-Bit Mini-PCI IIIA 109.95
UB-SR71-A Ubiquiti 32-Bit Mini PCI 802.11a/b/g/n MIMO Module 99.95
UB-SR71-C Ubiquiti MIMO Radio 2.4/5GHz PCI III, 802.11 a/b/n g/n 100mW 139.99

Ubiquiti® PoE Series

Ubiquiti® PoE Series are matched to the radios and offer excellent performance with Ubiquiti® radios.

UB-PD15 Ubiquiti PoE Injector, 15V 9.00
UB-PD24 Ubiquiti PoE Injector, 24V 15.00
UB-PDE8023AF-0D Ubiquiti PoE Instant 803.3af/indoor, 48V 19.00
UB-PDE8023AF-OD Ubiquiti PoE Instant 803.3af/Outdoor, 48V 19.00

HyperLink® Dual Polarity Dish Antenna Kits with Ubiquiti® Rocket M5 Radios

L-com has dual polarity high gain dish antennas with Ubiquiti® Rocket M5 Radios for use in long, large range system applications, where maximum performance is needed.

ARK515SDP-32D-1 28.5 dBi, Dual Polarized, 600mm Dia, Integral NF Connector 297.49
ARK515SDP-32D-1 32 dBi, Dual Polarized, 900mm Dia, Integral NF Connector 389.99

Ubiquiti® Bullet Access Point

Provides Reliable System Performance

The Bullet features a signal strength LED meter for antenna alignment, a low-loss integrated Type N RF connector and a quick and robust weatherproof design.

• No radio card/host board issues
• No RF cable quality concerns
• No mechanical stability concerns
• No enclosure mounting requirements

Helpful videos

How-to videos help with some of today’s popular product applications. L-com.com/Tips
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